
make the most of what is left, in himself
and the world, ^ a i n , he addresses us:

What were we waiting for? The appearance
of the Messiah? Was all this nothing? I was
quite fed up wjth the search for perfection.
And rather amazed by all that I had—the
lemonade stand with its lemonade, the cafe
with its irritable customers and staff, the
squirrels, the birds, the trees I sat on
the bench for a very long time, lost—sunk
deep—in the experience of unbelievable
physical pleasure, maybe the greatest plea-
sure we can know on this earth—the sweet,

ever-changing caress of an early evening
breeze.

Thus ends this play/film—on a lyri-
cal note of revised values, of consol-
ing accommodation, with a civilization
shrugged away.

Note. The Designated Mourner IS Y^uh\i%\ie A
by Farrar, Straus and Giroux (103 pp.,
$19). I suggest seeing the film first; then,
when you read it, the actors' voices will
he in your ears. •

Paleface and Redskin
BY JOSEPH LEO KOERNER

Images from the Region of the
Pueblo Indians of North America
by Aby M. Warburg
translated with an interpretive essay
by iVIichael P. Steinberg
(Cornell University Press, 114 pp., $25, $13.95 paper)

I.

T he text casually titled
Images from the Region of
the Pueblo Indians of North
America was originally a lec-

ture intended to prove that its author
was sane. Aby Warburg, the pathbreak-
ing analyst of Renaissance art and the
reluctant scion of perhaps the world's
oldest banking family, delivered his talk
on April 21, 1923, before an audience of
inmates, doctors and guests at the Belle-
vue sanatorium in Kreuzlingen, Switzer-
land. Warburg had been confined in
that institution since 1921. Prior to that,
he had languished for three years in a
private clinic in his native Hamburg,
after threatening his wife and children
with a pistol. For late in 1918, in the
weeks following Germany's defeat in the
war, and just days after the abdication of
Wilhelm II, Warburg, a fervent defender
of the German Empire and a Jew, be-
came convinced that he and his family
would be arrested by nameless persecu-
tors and taken to secret prisons to be tor-
tured and murdered. He sought to avoid
this fate by shooting his own before they
fell into enemy hands.

Sometimes Warburg took these ene-
mies to be Bolsheviks bent on murdering
capitalists and intellectuals. Sometimes
he saw them as furies avenging his lapse
from Judaism. Raised in a worldly but
orthodox home, Warburg had matricu-

lated in 1886 at the University of Bonn in
the gentile (and often anti-Semitic) field
of the history of art. His choice of sub-
ject provoked opposition from his obser-
vant parents, not only because they ex-
pected a career in the professions or
the rabbinate, but also perhaps because
such a consuming attachment to pic-
tures, Christian or pagan, ran counter
to the Mosaic interdict against graven
images.

Within days of arriving in Bonn, War-
burg defied his family's wish that he
remain kosher: "Since I do not arrange
my courses of study according to the
quality of ritual restaurants but accord-
ing to the quality of my teachers," he
wrote his father Moritz, "I do not eat
ritually." And in 1892, against Moritz's
passionate objections, he married a Lu-
theran art student, Mary Hertz, and he
refused to raise his children as Jews or to
circumcise his sons. Balking at any com-
promise, he explained that Jewish cul-
ture was in no way superior to the cul-
ture of contemporary Germany. He did
not attend his father's funeral, and he
refused to say kaddish for him. He
referred to himself as a person in cherem,
or under a ban, owing to his mixed mar-
riage and his non-Jewish children.

Warburg's repudiation of his religion
haunted him during his collapse. In
the days after Germany's surrender, he
pulled his disciple Carl Georg Heise into
a corner and whispered that he had

once declared to a gentile professor, "At
the bottom of my soul I am a Christian."
After swearing Heise to secrecy about his
confession, he screamed the sentence
again through the open windows. He
wanted the neighbors to hear i t

Sometimes in his madness, though,
Warburg believed his pursuers to be
Germany's anti-Semites who, with the
demise of Wilhelm II, and of the rule of
tolerance that Warburg attributed to
him, were now plotting to eliminate
influential Jews. Even as his doctors at
Kreuzlingen worked to cure Warburg of
these delusions, his younger brorfier
Max, who had assumed leadership of
the private bank M. M. Warburg 8c Co.,
was targeted for assassination by right-
wing terrorists; the policeman guarding
him round the clock was in fact a Nazi
spy. On June 24, 1922, these same con-
spirators succeeded in murdering Wal-
ter Rathenau, Germany's Jewish foreign
minister, and a close friend and associ-
ate of the Warburgs.

T he Bellevue medical
records register Aby's
diagnosis parenthetically,
as "(Schizophrenia)," fol-

lowed by the note, in pencil: "manic-
depressive mixed condition." Isolated in
the clinic's closed wing, he came under
the care of Ludwig Binswanger^ Belle-
vue's distinguished director. A student
of Eugen Bleuler and, for a time, a col-
league of C. G. Jung in Zurich, Bins-
wanger (who would later found the "exis-
tential" school of psychology) had been
the first to introduce Freudian psycho-
analysis into a clinical setting, in 1906.
And Freud himself took an interest in
Warburg's illness. In a letter of 1921 to
Binswanger, he asked about the patient's
prognosis and whether he would ever
work again. Binswanger replied that, in
his view, no "resumption of scholarly ac-
tivities will be possible."

Freud wrote that he knew the patient
not only by his prominent family, but
also by "his penetrating work." At the
time of his madness, Warburg had not
yet achieved his legendary status as the
inventor of modern art history's.domi-
nant exegetical method (what today is
termed "iconology"), or as the founder
of the great research library, now in Lon-
don, that bears his name. Yet his archival
studies of fifteenth-century Florentine
painting, patronage and pageantry,
together with his pioneering work on
the influence of pagan antiquity on the
Christian cultures of early modern Eur-
ope, had already earned him a signifi-
cant reputation.

At Binswanger's clinic, however, War-
burg's brilliance, wealth and reputation
were nothing exceptional. Beautifully
situated oh Lake Constance, relatively
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humane in its cures and perfectly di.s-
creet, Bellevue was the asylum of choice
for Europe's emeitionally troubled elite.
It was a place where, in the words of the
Viennese novrlisi Joseph Roth, "spoiled
madmen from rich families received
expensive and cautious treatment." In
this period, Bellevue's inmates included
the dancer Nijinsky, the Expressionist
artist Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, the chem-
ist and industrialist Adolf Werner, the
poet Leonard Frank, and the feminist
Bertha Pappenheim (also famous as
"Anna O.," Freud's first patient). War-
burg would thus have- delivered his lec-
ture in 192;̂  before an audience that
was, in its own strange way, remarkably
fit to receive it.

E ven after the lecture had
secured his release, War-
burg referred to Bellevue
as his "inferno"; and he

called himself a revenant. During his
confinement, he had been certain that
his whole family was secretly jailed in the
clinic awaiting slaughter, that the' cries in
the hallway were his wife's cries under

' torture, that the meat served at supper
was his children's flesh, that Dr. Bins-
wanger was the butcher whom he had
failed to escape. Again, Warburg's delu-
sions mingled fact and foresight. During
his confinement, for example, Aby had
indeed been joined by his son Max Adolf,
whose nervous breakdown (occasioned
hy his father's) was treated by forced con-
finement and tepid baths; and during
these "calming" cures. Max Adolf could
hear his father's animal screams resound-
ing through the clinic. The specter that
elicited those very screams—Aby's whole,
terrible fantasy of his people's arrest,
transport, imprisonment, torture and
extermination—looks, in hindsight, less
like madness and more like prophecy.

Aby's therapy consisted of bed rest,
opium and analysis. Yet his was less a
talking cure than a working one. It was
the labor, performed in the lecture of
1923, of changing fear into thought.
With the help of his assistant FriLz Saxl,
Warburg had convinecd his dcjctors to
pledge his release if he could sucecssluUv
compose and deliver a scholarly talk on
a subject of his choosing. Rather tlian
select an impersonal theme to foster
detachment, he fixed upon a topic eerily
close to his obsessions, and charged with
pathos: the serpent, that primal occasion
of fear, whose threat is inborn in the
mind, and whose cult Warburg had him-
se II witnessed among the Pueblo peoples
during an American journey that had
helped at once to found and to up-end
his thought.

From a praciical perspective, the'
choice of Warburg's theme was clever,
and not merely because ol the diversion

that an Indian tale would offer its inmate
audience. Reporting to Freud, Bins-
wanger had despaired that, while his
logic and his memory remained sound,
Warburg was distracted bv fears and had
lost the power "to fix on scholarly the-
mata." B\ choosing terror as his theme,
by fixing on his own distraction, War-
burg achieved the unremitting attentie^n
required for scholarship.

And yet Warburg's choice facilitated
more than productive mania. In his ac-
count, the Pueblo Indians had them-
selves turned objects of terror into
means of control, demonstrating, by sym-
pathetic magic, how fear could be trans-
muted into thought. The Hopi people,
in their famous rain ckmces, carried
the poison serpent—the rattlesnake—in
their mouth. And they did this because
the snake, from their mythopoetic per-
spce live, was the lightning that produced
storms. Subduing the snake meant mas-
tering rain. As efficacious symbol, the
serpent thus performed the work of
culture, which (in Warburg's \iew) con-
sisted principally in referring amorphous
fears to specific causes, magical, divine or
natural. At once poison and medicine,
illness and cure, the serpentsliowe'd. and
itself exemplified, how fear oecasioned
symbols that occasioned thought, and
how thought, in its turn, enabled the
state- of clarity, composure and detach-

ment that the Greeks praised as sophro-
iyiie, and that ilie de)ctors at Kreuzlingen
might applaud as mental health.

Warburg's lee ture is still fascinating,
owing to the s\mpat}i\' that it intimates
between the author and his subject.
Warburg could explain irrational "ima-
ges" because he himself had lost his rea-
son. And these irrational images, once-
explained, could sa\e Warburg, since
they were themselves cultural mecha-
nisms of self-control. Warburg makes
this doubling all but explicit hv asking,
in the very diction of his own diagnosis,
whether the Pueblo Indians are really
"schizoid," and what it means to be in a
"mixed condition" between fantasv and
reason. To the original audience in lhe
sanatorium, the likeness between the
dane e' and \\arburt;'s lecture about the
dance must lia\e' seemed uncanin. It
must have seemed, indeed, like sympa-
thetic magic in action.

Where the Hopi bit the serpent with-
out themselves being bitten, Warburg
spoke his terror without himself sound-
ing afraid. Scholars and lecturers can
appreciate the difficultv of this task.
Thev know how uncontrollable the mind
and the mouth become under pressure,
when success depends on being both
original and sane. How did Warburg
pass his test, when just a few months
before he had ended dinner with a \ isit-
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ing colle.ii;iie In remarking that the
ine.il tlie\ had eaten was human?

(le'rtainh the lectuie, as we li.ivc it.
make's sense', atiel this itself denotes saii-
it\. It its aullioi s (lisrasc is an\'\\here sit;-
naleel, as in the phrase about "se hi/oid"
states, it lias been .^e'ueralized and thus
distanc eel, as an asiele' about ci\ili/ation's
disce)ntents. \r\ \\arburi.;\s argument
also depends e)n a kind olelosuie iisual-
K lorbidelen to scholarship, because it
compromises its claim to objectiviu, to
scientific detachment. In rendering the
author s trial of sanit) analogous to the
Hopi rite, Warburg created a mixed con-
dition in which fact and delusion
become' indistingui.shable. And, far
from jeopardizing Warbiiig's re-
lease, this mixing would have
served to deflect ati\ isolated judg-
ment on his eonditioii as such.
Indeed, Warburg's conflation of
himself and his siibje'c t elevates his
text—which odurwisc would seem
like an historical curiosit\, what
one (ommentator called "an irieles-
eeiit objet IrotixH- from the utmost
fritii;e's ol mexleinitv"—to the sta-
tus oi a s( holarh paradigm. In this
strant^e address, European cultural
self-identit\ is reciipetated (the
medical term is entiieh a|)|)ro|)ri-
ate) l)\ means e)f an .issimilation to
a raelical other, in this instance
"madness" and "savai^erx."

A decade after declaring his
patient "furloughed to normakx."
and fi\e years after Abvs fatal heart
attack in iy'_'9. Binswant^^-r still
pondered the affiniu. in Warbiirt;,
between insanit\ and scliolarship.
In a letter to Max .VI. Warburg, he
mused that a |5s\cliiatrist ought
sonu'ekn to write about .\b\ 's sick-
ness, for "in \()ur brother's ease
\ e i \ interesting passages can be
indieated between his scientific
\iews and specific delusions." Bins-
wanger would late'i become a
thee)ristol pre'( ise'K such "|)assa;j;e's"
between atitliors and their woi ks.
Wriiing on Ibsen's The M(i\lii
Biiihlcr. in whii li an architect falls
from a tower of his own ele'sign,
he argtie'd that cicalion eiccuis in the
mind s ei lancx fre)m orelinarv thenight-
paths, and thai authors "reali/e them-
sehe's" in their woi ks throngli this extra\-
.iganc e' akin to madness. Warbtirg, for his
p.irt. maintained that in him the' imptilse
of exti aNagant subjectivit\' was e'spee i.ilh
strong. In a note' jejtted down jirsi we'e'ks
before his death, he wrote': "Sometimes it
scenrs lo me thai, as a |)s\( ho-hisiorian, I
attempt to derive the se hi/ophrenia of
the We'sl from its\isual culliire as if in an
.inlobiogra|)liie al re'flex."

Warbnio's BelleNue le'eltne, far more
than his liisioiiinl siiulie's. ma\' be re.ui

as the product of this "reflex," and it
invites eonsideralion as a self-portrait of
its author. Presenting experienecs recol-
lected from his voitlli, anel eU'liveie'd to
repair his jn'rsonalitv, this \v\\ will con-
tinue to appeal meire for whal it savs
about Warburg and about the e.iilv life
of art historv than for its vievss on the
Hopi and their rituals. .\nd Warljuig s
autobiographical turn will have a special
resonane (• in our envn era of schejlar-
ship, in which memoirs have replaced
mone)graphs as the preferred genre
ofMiccessful professors, and where the
death of the author proclaimed bv crit-

VBV VV VRU l ' R ( . VS I I I I V I I i >1M I \ D I V \ .
A R I Z O N A , I H ' l l i

ics it! the late 1960s has given wav lo the
critic-a.s-authe)r, eve'n as inienscK self-
leg.ireling author.

Having publisheel no meme)irs, War-
burg revealeel his personhoe)d in the
guise of monographic scholarship. His
"ceillected works" ce)nsist of a number o[
specialized ai lie les, .seime tio lons;er than
a p.ige or tv\(». e)n subjeets iatii;ing lre)m
an e>f)scin(' Flemish lapestiv to lhe' last
will and testament ol a flfueiitli-eentiu'v
Fleiix'ntine mei chant. This lorecs readei s
who are intrigiteel bv Warbuii; s peise)n
to e'nt^.ige' with what he himself diel best,
namelv. meticulous histeirical sclujlai-

ship. And there is another re.ison for
engaging with V\',irburg. He lived an
exce|nie)nal life, a life tliat loiuhed the
tronble-s|jois of niode'rnitv. In Alyy War-
burg: I u banchieri'pKsliili) aU'iirU'. her use-
ful and eoinpelling "biejj^iapliy of a pas-
sion," Fraiicesca (^e'lnia Slovm leceiulv
structured her ttirbuleni subject are)tind
the uniqueh charged coincielence, in
Warburg, of the minutiae of a lifetime
anel the turning points of histoi v. Even if
Warf)uig s impi)rlane e' rests fmallv on his
scholarship, his liveel le'lation to the'
imponderables of war, ethnicitv. nation,
wealth and reason together seem to con-

stitute a fable about our own iden-
litv. As Warburg himself boasird,
"I 111 just cut out for a beautiful
storv."

In his Bellevue lecture, WaiIniii^
recounts his votitliful jouriu'v to
the .American West as the storv c)f
civili/ation told in reverse. Kai h
step forward in his travels among
the Pueblo |}e'o]jle's of Aii/oiia
and New Mexieo elescribes one su p
backward fre)m culture lo nature,
from art thre)U!.;h ritual to sac rifice.
The lale begins in the villaj;es of
Laj^uiia and Acoiiui. where' he- dis-
cove'is, in the deeoialioii of |joiic'i v
and aichite'cture. the image e)f the
ser[)ent, sviiibol of lightning .md
haibinger of lile-givinij; rain. Mak-
ing his vsav wcsiward. he' visits S.m

j Ilelelonso and witnesses an ante"-
= leipe dance: and the' animal ima-
- geiv firsi encountered in e)rnament
r now appears in perfe)rmance .is a
: toteniic identificatie)n of (kiiicer
= and mask. At the end of his journev
:; Wai buri; ai rive's at ()raibi. at the far
= we'sl of lhe region, aneloi)sc'rve's the
i seasonal festivities of the huiniskii-
i china. In these elabe)rate rites, per-
^ formed lo ensure a successful corn
^ crop, he discerns a vel more ele-
f mental eiiltural fe)rm. Al S.iii Ilele-
l foiiso. the ehiiue'is meigeel with
I their animal masks; but at (h.iibi
•" thev souohi liKiĵ icallv to influence

nature itself.

Warfnirg did not himself ii.ivel
the full distance' spanned bv his lec-

ture. Leaving Oraibi immediatelv altei
the humiskadiiiKt dances, he misseel the
me)re crucial seipetit ritual itself, and so
he' relieel on jjtiblished phote^graphs feir
his acce)unt. In this seeming heart of
darkness, in which claiueMs manipulate
live animals lo influence nature, War-
burg detects the c rtuial turning to cul-
ture: after their use in the elance, the ser-
pents are set free, proving that ble)oel
sacrifice has been sublimateel into svin-
bolism, and that animalisiic "fe'lishism"
is ahe'aelv on the wav "to the pure' reli-
gie)n of redemption." .\i this point in his
argument and his life, Warburg reliiriis
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from Oraibi to Europe, observing how
the Greek serpent cults of Dionysus, as
well as the serpent cults demonized in
the Old Testament, had originally been
sacrificial—and that the West, like the
Puebloans, marked its progress from
sacrifice to symbolism through serpent
imagery.

In Warburg's view, this progress to-
ward civilization is never final. It must be
constantly defended; and its defense is
especially urgent in the period that
we call modernity. The cultural achieve-
ment of the Pueblo peoples is threat-
ened, in Warburg's view, by the en-
croaching barbarism of modern Amer-
ica, in which the serpent is "extermi-
nated" and lightning is "imprisoned
in wire." 'Telegram and telephone de-
stroy the cosmos. Mythical and symbolic
thinking strive to form spiritual bonds
between humanity and the surrounding
world, shaping distance into the space
required for devotion and reflection:
the distance undone by the instantane-
ous electric connection." Thus did War-
burg darkly conclude his lecture.

T he text of Warburg's lec-
ture, now in a new Eng-
lish translation, was never
intended for publication.

In a cover letter attached to the original
typescript, and written five days after the
talk, Warburg instructs Saxl not to show
the piece to anyone without his prior
approval: "This lecture is so formless,
and rests on such poor philological
foundations, that the only value it has
(and a questionable one it is) lies in its
bringing together into view some docu-
ments towards a history of symbolic
behavior.... This gruesome twitching of
a decapitated frog should ... absolutely
not find its way to print." This disclaimer
might be ignored as modesty or perfec-
tionism, except that it appeals to stan-
dards that were perfectly valid for War-
burg and which should be perfectly valid
for us.

Unlike, say, Walter Benjamin, to
whom he is often compared, Aby War-
burg was more comfortable as a scholar
than as a theorist or a writer. His best
work derives its power from some newly
discovered and meticulously glossed
document, artifact or detail within a par-
ticular tradition or culture, rather than
from some general speculation about
tradition or culture. It confines itself
productively to the narrow framework of
the scholarly paper, even if it intimates,
in hermetic turns of phrase, the abyss
that lies beyond. By the.se standards,
then, the serpent lecture does indeed
lack "philological foundations." War-
burg admits ignorance of the Hopi lan-
guage and culture, and develops a read-
ing before he has established a text. To

put it crudely, Warburg himself might
have sided with contemporary Native
Americanists who will either disregard
Images from the Repon of the Pueblo Indians
of North America or treat it merely as a
document of their own prehistory.

In a text attached to a revised type-
script, he scorns Binswanger's praise of
his lecture's "findings": 'The image and
words .. . are the confessions of an
(incurable) schizoid, deposited in the
archives of mental healers." Warburg
would have been sensitive to the distinc-
tion between scholarship and confes-
sion. Where the former was the product
of historical science, the latter was one of
the objects of historical science, its raw
material. In his lecture, Warburg tried to
locate ^imself on this side of scientific
detachment by observing, and by mak-
ing an archive of, certain "primitive"
images that seemed less detached. And if
he discerned in these images the selFs
earliest division from primordial fears,
this supported his own observer status by
explaining the relation of his own delu-
sions to instrumental reason. Why, then,
consign his talk to the archives of mental
healers?

In the autumn of 1922, early in the
period of his recovery, Warburg found a
copy of Hans Prinzhorn's just-published
Artistry of the Mentally Him Binswanger's
office, and he flew into a rage. He
ranted that the book was placed there to
torment him, that it had been written
for and about him. Warburg's madness
here involved the mutually reinforcing
fantasies that the world was conspiring
against him and that it was doing so by
treating his condition as a "case." War-
burg's cure turned the tables on his
observers. By appearing to define his
own "schizoid" condition, Warburg, in
the lecture which he would call "the
beginning of my Renaissance," per-
formed a rite of passage from object to
subject. What today we admire in the lec-
ture's mingling of the observer and the
observed is precisely what its author
rejected.

I n 1938, Fritz Saxl, together
with Warburg's other trusted
assistant, Gertrud Bing, orga-
nized an English translation

(severely abridged by Edgar Wind) for
publication in the Journal of the Warburg
Institute. Constructed from several type-
script drafts, the text was a kind of
homage to the continued currency of
Warburg's work, since it fit seamlessly
into the scholarship of his epigones.
Its publication, ten years after Warburg's
death, signaled the challenge of his "lit-
erary remains." For already in 1933,
introducing Warburg's collected schol-
arly papers, Saxl had announced a Nach-
lass in five divisions to be published in

multiple tomes. The intention was to
establish for Warburg—^who had never
written, in his words, the "big book"-—a
reputation based on texts rather than on
legends.

But the volumes never materialized.
Their designated editor, Ernst Gom-
brich, opted instead to write his own "big
book," Aby Warburg: An Intellectual Biogra-
phy, which appeared in 1970 and was reis-
sued in 1986. Quoting massively from
unpublished texts, but arguing that the
rest was dross, Gombrich seemed to offer
all the Nachlass that was fit to print. To
this day, even as admirers declare that
Warburg is (as one admirer has put it)
"on a par with Freud and Einstein," his
writings themselves remain largely un-
read, especially in the English-speaking
world, where his difficult German (he
called it his "eel-soup style") dissuades.
The only two translations of Warburg
into English are both of his serpent lec-
ture.

T he serpent lecture did not
appear in German until
1988. Edited and glossed
by Ulrich Raulff, the text

was based on an original typescript
rather than on the text as prepared for
translation in 1938. Michael Steinberg
has now translated this new version, call-
ing it "the full German text." This claim
is somewhat deceptive. The typescript
that Warburg seems to have used for his
lecture was a redaction by Saxl and Bing,
who reworked handwritten drafts sent to
them from Kreuzlingen. Warburg then
covered the typescript with penciled
additions and corrections, some predat-
ing the lecture's delivery, some appar-
ently written much later. Raulff hanclled
these inconsistendy, incorporating some,
but not all, of the early amendments, as
well as several of the subsequent ones.
More troublingly, not all of the original
typescript text made it into the present
edition. Whole paragraphs have been
omitted, including citations of Goethe
on anthropomorphism and a fascinating
anecdote about the Puebloan Gover-
nador of Acoma drinking too much wine
and refusing Warburg entrance to the
Catholic church.

Moreover, in delivering his lecture,
Warburg did not read directly from his
typescript. Months after the event he
boasted of having spoken without notes
for an hour. Many of the unpublished
penciled amendments were aids for such
extemporizing. Indeed, Warburg under-
stood his lecture as a performance: "If I
am to show you some images . . . and to
accompany them with words " The
degree to which the written text had sub-
sumed its oral presentation is evidenced
in an odd lap.se in the new English trans-
lation. Comparing Warburg's original
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list of fortyfieyen slides to photos housed
at the Warburg Archives,"Steinberg, with
the help of the 1938 and 1988 versions,
has assembled thirty-eight images (in-
cluding five to illustrate his own essay),
and he has numbered these as "figures"
in the order in which they appear in his
book. In the text of the lecture, however,
he has Warburg say of some persons visi-
ble in a photo that "you see them stand-
ing, in figure 10." A slip of the transla-
tor's pen (as wheo he renders Wander-
maler, or "itinerant painter," as "strolling
painter"), but a slip that is symptomatic
of the appropriations involved in bring-
ing Warburg's "confession" to print.

Steinberg appends to Warburg's lec-
ture an essay of his own, an essay long-
er than the lecture. In this essay, he
wishes to recover the "resonances" of
Warburg's lecture, that is, the meanings
available to Warburg's original public,
most of whom knew him and spoke his
language and shared his culture. Yet
Steinberg's "resonances" also include
meanings not fully available even to
Warburg, "mediations between the self
that is known and the self that is se-
cret." Steinberg makes no attempt to
update or to evaluate Warburg's work on
the Pueblo peoples. He briefiy surveys
the infiuences of nineteenth-century
ethnography, but this is to locate War-
burg's viewpoint, not to clarify, from the
standpoint of contemporary scholar-
ship, what Warburg saw. In Steinberg's
edition of Warburg's text, the radical
other is no longer the Indians encoun-
tered, as Warburg put it, in "the rock vil-
lage of Oraibi, the most remote westerly
point." It is Warburg himself, in his his-
torical strangeness.

II.

W arburg was a quintes-
sential European, an in-
novative scholar of West-
ern culture's survival

from antiquity through the modern
age, a living instance of the triumph and
the tragedy of European learning, and
for these reasons he has himself be-
come a "most remote westerly point."
This process, whereby the strangeness
once imputed to "savage" peoples is now
located in op,e's own savage past, finds a
perfect vehicle in the serpent lecture. A
self-analysis disguised as the encounter
with an Other, Warburg's lecture about
Indian symbolism is no less about the
observer observed.

And, from the very first page of the
text, Warburg's object recedes precipi-
tously from view. Announcing that he
will show photos "from aJournejj under-
taken some twenty-seven years past," he
laments that he has not been in a condi-
tion "to revive and work through my old

Chance Meeting
I tried to explain to a man I hardly knew how
it was I had come to love him—how,
having seen him no more than three times,
I could navigate each absence in his life, could crawl
behind his eyes peering out across
the one dock bereft of a ship.
I was not a clairvoyant, could not claim to see into
his past by clutching a piece of his hair.
Nothing so portentous ever occurred to me.
I loved him because somewhere a door had been left open by mistake,
and because he looked like me, and all I needed
was a moment of his time to understand
how he buried himself inside derelict hours
wheij,nothing but the hands on the clock progress,
forging another circle.
Like me, I assumed he preferred his own company,
and did not mind ballroom dancing by himself
if no one had the courtesy to ask.
I loved that he denied our similarities,
which only made me think more of him.
In her book Freud and the Ecstatic Penis,
Dr. Cynthia Oren maintains all forms of love
are directly linked to each person's failure to clone themselves.
I tried to explain 1 had not recently flown off
in a glowing, wafer-thin ship, but I understood
his apprehension. Every connection has at its core
one moment of illogical lon^ng—that split second meeting
in the grocery store when two people reach

far the same tomato.
How can I reconcile myself to this without losing face?
How do I make clear to him that two complete strangers
can be conjoined through distance, can discover
one another in the gaps that pull them apart?

EVE WOOD

memories," that even those first impres-
sions, now "blurred," originally lacked
"depth," as he "had not mastered the
Indian language," and anyway "a journey
limited to several weeks could not im-
part truly profound impressions." More-
over, the indigenous culture, as he en-
countered it, was itself already trans-
formed by Spaniards in the sixteenth
century and by North American edu-
cators in the nineteenth century: "The
material is contaminated: it has been lay-
ered over twice."

Like Levi-Strauss's tropics, Warburg's
"region of the Pueblo Indians" is less
wild than sad. Already diminished by
previous travelers, its natives have be-
come too much like their observers to
behave as nature does to culture. Levi-
Strauss sought the structures that were
immune to contaminants, but Warburg,
like today's anthropologists, attends
precisely to the breaks in his material,
the ruptures within the symbolic order
which, better than the continuities, re-
veal the forces generating that code.

Thus, explaining his photo of the in-
terior of a house in Oraibi, Warburg

points out an ordinary kitchen broom
displayed beside ritual kachina figurines:
it is "the symbol of intruding Ameri-
can culture." And he takes pleasure in
noting in a missionary church certain
"pagan cosmological symbols" painted
beside "a genuine baroque altar," and in
observing how the village chief draws a
Catholic pastor's hand toward his lips
"with a slurping noise," as if to inhale
the priest's aura. Far from dismissing
these as contaminated evidence, War-
burg seeks them out: "My wish to ob-
serve the Indians directly under the
influence of official Catholicism was
favored by circumstance."

This desire was an expression of War-
burg's lifelong interest in the mecha-
nisms of cultural influence and survival;
and it also reflected his search for a
shared horizon between himself and his
object. More importantly, tliough, the
impulse to study the hybrid rathei than
the pure derives from Warburg s notion
of culture itself. In Warburg's view, cul-
ture—foreign or indigent)us, modi in or
archaic, contaminated or hermetically
sealed—^will always be Nchizoid," exist-
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ing as the dynamic middle term between
objective threats and an endangered,
mortal subjectivity.

W arburg's genius as an art
historian lay in his skill
in locating the crucial
rupture in his object and

naming its hidden source. Sometimes
this came to light only through historical
reconstruction, as when Warburg, work-
ing from unpublished documents, pic-
tured the Florentine church of Santis-
sima Annunziata as it really was in the
fifteenth century: virtually unenterable,
since it was filled to capacity with life-size
wax dolls dressed in real garments. Rec-
ollecting this forgotten chaos of images,
and expanding thereby the field of art
history itself to include the ephemera of
ritual, Warburg overturned the domi-
nant conception of Renaissance art as a
timeless haven of order and beauty.

Sometimes he found the crucial rup-
ture in the masterpiece itself, in the sub-
tle disjunctions of style, dress or time
within it, as when, in Ghirlandajo's fres-
coes in Santa Trinita in Florence, like-
nesses of the painter's contemporaries
intrude on an historical tableau of
sacred miracle, thereby treating church
space itself as a "playground of the secu-
lar;" or when, in another of Ghirlan-
dajo's works, a beautiful woman in a
windblown, diaphanous garb rushes into
a static scene of Christian domestic life,
like a character from a different play.
Warburg called that rushing maiden
Nympha, and he was obsessed with her
meaning all his life.

He traced her to a pagan origin: the
frenzied maenads of the ancient mys-
tery cults, the serpent-bearing, serpent-
decorated revelers of the slain god
Dionysus. Mobile and erotic, Nympha
breached more than the bourgeois
ambience and the stylistic consistency of
Ghirlandajo's composition. Her very
presence denoted a clash of cultures,
the pagan versus the Christian. Nympha
violated the values of harmony and bal-
ance that were thought, in Warburg's
day, to be constitutive of art. Against an
inherited aesthetics of the closed and
perfect whole, Warburg located deeper
power in fractures and contradictions,
and in the subtle challenge that images
could pose to the viewer's own detach-
ment. "You live," exclaims the motto to
his fragmentary Psychobgy of Art, "yet you
do me no harm."

Warburg found his example of the
affective power of images where it was
least expected: in the classical tradi-
tion. Since the eighteenth century, with
Johann Winckelmann's praise of the
"noble simplicity and silent grandeur" of
ancient sculpture, German aesthetics
and art history had constructed (and

then championed or ridiculed) classical
antiquity as the eternal wellspring of
reason, order and beauty. Warburg's
quarrel was not with German classicist
ideals, which anyway had long ago lost
their currency in artistic practices and
tastes. He questioned classicism's histor-
ical view of the classics themselves. His
precursor in this regard was Nietzsche,
who had imagined an antiquity torn
between the ideals of "Dionysian" ec-
stasy and "Apollonian" restraint. War-
burg traced this conflicted antiquity for-
ward to the Renaissance, studying the
Christian renewal of the classical her-
itage as also a rebirth of the pagan gods.
Neither singular nor pure, antiquity sur-
vived as contaminated material.

A fter Bellevue, Warburg felt
a special kinship with Niet-
zsche. The author of The
Birth of Tragedy, who in his

madness signed himself "the crucified
Dionysus," exemplified the seer who so
resonated with his object that he became
the frenzy he observed. By contrast, the
Swiss historian Jacob Burckhardt embod-
ied for Warburg the balance between
empathy and detachment that was ap-
propriate to a scholar. In 1927, Warburg
noted that, like Nietzsche, Burckhardt
"received the waves from the regions of
the past, he felt the dangerous tremors,
yet he saw to it that the foundation of his
seismograph were made strong." War-
burg felt indebted to Burckhardt for his
vast perspective on the Renaissance and
for the variety of cultural evidence
within that purview.

But he darkened Burckhardt's Renais-
sance. He magnified its undercurrents
of fear and unreason; and he did this by
expounding vastly on the smallest evi-
dentiary instance—a detail in an artifact,
a phrase in a document. These cultural
microcosms so occupied Warburg that
he became (as he observed of Nietz-
sche) "the victim of his own ideas." Thus
Ghirlandajo's ecstatic Nympha is both
an object of and a symbol for Warburg's
scholarship. Exploding the staid milieu
of the Florentine commercial class, she
violates with her pagan pedigree the
Christian drama taking place there; and
Warburg, in his madness and his dissi-
dence, shatters the decorum of his high
bourgeois family, while also tainting,
through his labor, the supposed purity of
Christian art.

In his historical scholarship, Warburg
encountered his material as an outsid-
er, as a secular Jew exposing the rup-
tures in Christian religious art. In his
serpent lecture, curiously, he took tlie
insider's perspective. In the "contami-
nated" and "schizoid" state of the Pueb-
loans, Warburg recognized the mixed-
ness of his psychic and ethnic identity.

His motto, coined in Italian, described
the latter: "Born in Hamburg, Hebrew
by blood, in soul a Florentine." Review-
ing Warburg's tortured relation with
Judaism, Steinberg notes a "parallel" in
the serpent lecture "between the Hopi
and the Jews as primitives." It is true that
Warburg's Jewishness cannot be disen-
tangled from the objects and the meth-
ods of his scholarship. Since 1933, when
the Warburg Institute (including a staff
of six, 80,000 books and voluminous
archives and equipment) was quietly
shipped from Hamburg to London to
escape the Nazis, Warburg's legacy has
become a symbol of the fate of German-
Jewish scholarship. Still, Steinberg's
gloss is much too simple. The German
Jews whom Warburg rejected were in
no sense "primitives." I think Warburg
would have understood the pairing of
Jews and Hopi less as kinship than as
contrast: as exiled versus native; as pas^
sive versus active; as book-learned versus
naturally wise. Warburg's trip to the
Pueblos, like his immersion iii Christian
art, was partly an escape from Judaism,
which explains why his lecture ends with
the "pure religion of redemption,"
Christianity.

W hat did Warburg think he
was doing in Oraibi? His
travel documents intro-
duce him as a "German

scientist" and a "man of means." And in a
note penned at Bellevue he remembers
wanting to "escape to the natural object
and to science." Arriving in New York in
1895 to attend the wedding of his
brother Paul, he sickened of the "empti-
ness of civilization" and, inspired by eth-
nographers at the Smithsonian, decided
to visit the Puebloans of the Southwest.
Other notes from Bellevue make his
motives seem less detached: redress for
his army failure; a need to be "manly"
after abandoning his wife and children
to a cholera epidemic; a "will to the
Romantic." And his goal evoked mixed
memories: when he was 7, his mother fell
gravely ill and, oppressed by the Hebrew
prayers at her sickbed, and by "an infe-
rior Jewish-Austrian student, who was
supposed to be a tutor," he snuck off to
eat pork sausages and "consume" tales
about American Indians, delectable for
their "romantic cruelty."

Nor did his escape to the object lead
directly to "science." Returning to Ger-
many in 1896, Warburg spoke about
his trip at local photographic societies
(notes for these talks have been pre-
served) , but his scholarship returned to
the Renaissance, where it remained until
his madness. Even his Bellevue lecture
eddies .back to Europe. As Sigrid Weigel
has recently argued, Warbui^ sees in
Oraibi what he knows of antiquity and
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then applies to antiquity what he knows
of Oraibi. The lecture's motto, an alter-
ation of a line from Goethe's Faust,
draws this circle: "It's an old book to
browse in / Athens-Oraibi, all cousins."

In his Bellevue inferno, Warburg
learns that Athens and Oraibi are indeed
alike—^but alike in reason, not in unrea-
son. Instead of dismissing the serpent
rites as superstitious, and thus as alien
and inferior to rationality, Warburg dis-
covers that they, too, comprise a logic
directed to practical ends: the mastery
of fear, the health of crops, the expres-
sion of piety. Warburg's journey outward
thus becomes a homecoming, not just
to Athens but also to sanity, to labor, to
society.

N ot that Warburg returned
from the West unchanged.
As Saxl observed, in Amer-
ica "Warburg learned to

see European history through the eyes
of an anthropologist." Anthropology
treated art as but one expression with-
in the larger culture, and it recorded
and analyzed that culture as a total, inte-
grated system of expressions, practices
and beliefs. Where previous historians of
Renaissance art had sought to identify
individual masters and their works, and
to differentiate among styles, Warburg
attempted to understand art within the
whole of culture, studying its patronage
and public, as well as its multiple pur-
poses in ritual and pageantry, and in
new practices of self-display. Originally
acquired in the encounter with "primi-
%ve" peoples (Warburg himself some-
times put the term in quotation marks),

I anthropology's detached perspective
I could be applied at home, by treating
the familiar dispassionately, as some-
thing foreign, or else by exploring famil-
iarity's historical past. Against an image
of the Renaissance as an era uncannily
like our own, as an immediately available

'repository of timeless values, Warburg
sets his portrait of an exotic epoch, when
the masterpieces we admire were hid-
den behind a clutter of ritual ephemera,
when modern rationality emerged hand
in hand with the renascence of pagan
magic, alchemy and astrology.

In his best essays, Warburg, intoxi-
cated by the estrangement that he has
achieved, enters the work of art and de-
scribes it ecstatically from within, in a
prose that makes all other art-historical
scholarship seem lifeless. His serpent
lecture never achieves this abandon.
Whereas his historical work seeks to
estrange the familiar by disclosing the
cracks in reason's facade, in his lecture
he seeks the familiar in the straqge, dis-
cerning behind apparent superstition a
nascent rationality. In Oraibi, Warburg
believes he has observed firsthand what.

as an historian, he had gleaned indirect-
ly at the periphery of Europe's past.

He states the problem at the outset.
'To what extent does this pagan world
view, as it persists among the Indians,
give us a yardstick for the development
from primitive paganism, through the
paganism of classical antiquity, to mod-
ern man?" The idea of using ethno-
graphic material to illuminate a distant
past is not original to Warburg. Her-
mann Usener, Warburg's teacher in
Bonn, as well as the so-called Cambridge
Ritualists (most famously J.G. Frazer),
had reconstructed ancient religion on
the basis of living "pagan" practices. But
Warburg applied ethnographic material
to a more mcent past, thus presaging the
anthropology of modernity; and, virtu-
ally alone among historians, he gathered
ethnographic evidence not in the library
but in the field.

Yet the idea of understanding one's
early history through the savagery ob-
served in one's neighbors is as old as the
word "barbarism" itself. Raulff points out
that even the classical Athenians looked
to people whom they called barbaros
("foreign") for a picture of their past
selves. And, from the moment of their
encounter with Europeans, the indige-
nous peoples of the New World were
continually being compared to the peo-

ple of the ancient world. As the great
German geographer Alexander von
Humboldt wrote in 1860, Europe re-
garded "the American tribes, in their
primitive simplicity, as 'a sort of antiq-
uity,' which we encounter virtually as
contemporaries." This living past con-
tested the uniqueness and the prestige
of the classical heritage by introducing a
third term into the old "quarrel" be-
tween the ancients and the moderns.
The Renaissance of pagan antiquity
(Warburg's subject) occurs simultane-
ously with the discovery of America. At
the dawn of the modern age, Europe
modeled itself on a past world only to
learn in the new hemisphere that worlds
are multiple and contingent.

Was Warburg a pluralist, or was he
championing a unitary ideal of reason?
Ernst Gombrich and George Mosse have
portrayed Warburg as attempting (in
Mosse's words) to "maintain rationality
in an increasingly complex and irration-
al world." Steinberg, like Giorgio Agam-
ben before him, disputes this view, dis-
cerning in Warburg a "painful ambi-
valence between, and simultaneity of,
the primitive and the rational." To prove
his point he cites a cryptic sentence
from Warburg's essay of 1919 on Luther,
which he translates thus: "Athens always
wants precisely to be reconquered anew
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from Alexandria." In its original context,
the statement refers to the overtaking of"
cultures of reason (Athens) by cultures
of superstition (Alexandria). Steinberg
chides Gombrich for translating "will"
as "must," and attributes this error to
Gombrich's "passion for reason," which
makes a universal imperative out of
what, in Warburg, is simply "what Athens
wants." Again, this is too simple. War-
burg's "will" means both what Athens
itself desires and what, in the order of
things, ought to be.

I n truth, the serpent lecture
sustains both Gombrich's and
Steinberg's interpretations. It
offers a progressive account of

culture by locating the Hopi between
nature and culture. At one end of this
spectrum stand the "nomadic Indians"
and their "bloody and sadistic practices"
(Steinberg never mentions these); at the
other end, troublingly, stands Christian-
ity, which pictures the brazen serpent of
Moses as a shadow of Christ's promise.
If Warburg's lecture can support both
Gombrich's rationalism and Steinberg's
multiculturalism, this is because it is less
the diagnosis of modernity than a symp-
tom of it. The lecture is itself an "old
book to browse in," and it situates us in
our present intellectual bewilderment.

Warburg understood himself above all
as a medium. "The function I've been
given," he wrote just before his death,

has been to serve as soul-.seismograph to
the meteorological divides of culture.
Placed from my very birth in the middle
between Orient and Occident, driven by
elective affinity to Italy, where in the fif-
teenth century, at the weather divide of
pagan antiquity and Christian Renaissance,
an entirely new cultural persona had to
emerge, I was driven to travel to America
in the service of extrapersonal causes, in
order there lo experience life in its polar
tension between a pagan, instinctual nature
cult and organized intelligence.

During the Great War, in the period
leading to hi.s madness, Warhurg began
to gather and to collate all news that
came his way in an effort to establish,
through the weapons of scholarship, who
in the conflict was and was not at fault.
Enlisting his wife and children in this
manic archival labor, he assembled some
25,000 excerpts from wartime news, stuff-
ing all available space with clippings and
notes. With the approach of Germany's
defeat, he came to believe that he was
himself the war'.s hidden cause, who
in his scholarship had reawakened the
pagan demons. Heise, visiting the clut-
tered library, reports that it looked like a
"battlefield," with poor*Warburg as the
commander.

The library, of course, became War-
burg's most enduring legacy. According

to family legend, it was founded upon a
boyhood pact with his younger brother
Max that he, Aby, the eldest son, would
renounce his position in the bank if Max
would buy him books for the rest of his
life. The collection expanded from the
private library of a bibliophile-scholar
into a public institution of international
fame. When the philosopher Ernst Gas-
sirer first visited the library in the 1920s,
he called it a "labyrinth," and vowed
either to flee it or remain its "prisoner"
for years. Organized according to War-
burg's scholarly interests, and therefore
replicating, in old books, the pathways
of his thought, the library still places

its readers (whom Warburg called its
"patients") in the midst of Warburg's
work, in a maze between the self and the
other. And Warburg arranged his library
in the structure of a Hopi altar, the
space of the serpent's cult. Thus does
scholarship shape itself in the image of
its object. In its delusions and its sym-
pathies, Warburg's unfmished business
remains our own.

JOSEPH LEO KOERNER is Professor of Fine
Arts at Harvard University. His most re-
cent book is The Moment of Self-Portraiture
in German Renaissance Art (University of
Chicago Press).
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A Piace in Space:
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G ary Snyder was a charac-
ter in a novel before he
published his own first
book. In Jack Kerouac's

The Dharma Bums, that vivid account of
the birth of the San Francisco Poetry
Renaissance and the Beat movement,
there is a biographical sketch of Japhy
Ryder, "the number one Dharma Bum
of them all":

Japhy Ryder was a kid from eastern Ore-
gon brought up in a log cabin deep in the
woods with his father and mother and sis-
ter, from the beginning a woods boy, an
axnian, farmer, interested in animals and
Indian lore so that when he finally got to
college by hook or crook he was already
well equipped for his early studies in
anthropology and later in Indian myth and
in the actual texts of Indian mythology.
Finally he learned Chinese and Japanese
and became an Oriental scholar and dis-
covered the greatest Dharma Bums of
them all, the Zen Lunatics of China and
Japan. At the same time, being a Northwest
boy with idealistic tendencies, he got inter-
ested in oldfashioned I.W.W. anarchism
and learned to play the guitar and sing old
worker songs to go with his Indian songs
and general folksong interests.

This is the beginning of the Snyder
myth. For all I know, and for all that I
can glean from Snyder's autobiographi-
cal writings, it is entirely true.

What makes The Dharma Bums a plea-
suFe to read, forty years after its pub-
lication, is the way Kerouac, in the guise
of his ordinaryjoe narrator, undercuts
Japhy Ryder's humorless, self-satisfied
ethos. Ray, the writer's stand-in, walks
into Japhy's shack, and there is Japhy
"sitting cross-legged on a Paisley pillow
on a straw mat, with his spectacles on,
making him look old and scholarly and
wise, with book on lap and the little
tin teapot and porcelain cup steaming
at his side. He looked up very peace-
fully, saw who it was, said, 'Ray come in,'
and bent his eyes again to the script"
"What you doing?" "Translating Han
Shan's great poem called 'Cold Moun-
tain' written a thousand years ago some
of it scribbled on the sides of cliffs hun-
dreds of miles away from any other liv̂
ing beings." "Wow." Japhy proceeds to
teach Ray all about Asian poetry and
culture, including the proper way to
have sex. When Ray walks in on Japhy,
in the lotus position, making meditative
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